
FULLRIVER DC SERIES 
DEEP CYCLE BATTERIES

Fullriver DC Series Batteries are 
specifically engineered to be deeply 
discharged and recharged hundreds of 
times. By incorporating higher quantities 
of lead and heavier plates, Fullriver DC 
Series Batteries are able to provide 
enhanced power and capacity throughout 
numerous operational cycles.

The applications that Fullriver DC Series The applications that Fullriver DC Series 
batteries can be used in are vast 
including: boats, recreational vehicles 
(RVs), solar and wind power systems, 
electric vehicles, golf carts, floor 
cleaning machines, aerial work platforms, 
and many more. Fullriver's DC Series 
Batteries deliver the performance and life 
of a true deep cycle battery, as backed by 
the industry while also offering the 
convenience and advantages of being 
maintenance-free and non-hazardous.

- Long lifespan
 with Fullriver DC Series batteries     
 typically lasting longer than their wet   
 cell counterparts due to 99.99% pure   
 virgin lead, high compression cells.

- Fast charging 
 due to very low internal resistance     due to very low internal resistance    
 allowing for charge rates up to 35% of  
 total Ah.

- Build stronger 
 with thick, pure lead plates and      with thick, pure lead plates and     
 Over-The-Partition welds which greatly  
 increase resistance to vibration and   
 shock.

- Outstanding warranty of 5 years 
 for worry-free usage. 

- Worry-free transportation 
 as Fullriver DC Series Batteries are     as Fullriver DC Series Batteries are    
 classed as Non-Dangerous goods, so   
 are safe for Land, Sea & Air transit.

- Flexible installation 
 allowing the batteries to be mounted   
 vertically or horizontally (fitting places  
 where wet cell batteries cannot)!

When it comes to Fullriver DC Series Batteries, the difference is in the detail. 
Construction, plate chemistry, and craftsmanship align to get the longest life in the 
most demanding applications. Benefitting from greater reserve capacity and maximum 
life cycles, as a result of the additional lead and heavier plates, Fullriver DC Series 
Batteries thrive in providing deep cycling power for your application.
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*   RESERVE CAPACITY (MINUTES) @ 56 AMPS

** BRASS SAE POST IS REMOVABLE REDUCING TOTAL HEIGHT BY 21.8MM

DIMENSIONS (MM)

LENGTH | WIDTH | HEIGHT | TTL HEIGHT
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